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ATTRACTIONS.
[AET. 255
prove that if the level surfaces are confocal quadrics the surface density is that given by the expression for <r.
Thence find the potential for any level surface by placing the attracted point on the axis of the disc. The proofs may be found in the Phil. Trans. 1895.
254. The component attraction at P of a uniform elliptic disc in a direction perpendicular to its plane may be found by using Playfair's theorem (Art. 27). We describe a cone whose vertex is P and base the elliptic area. The normal attraction of the disc is equal to the solid angle of the cone multiplied by the surface density of the thin disc.
When the attracted point lies on the hyperbolic focal conic of the attracting ellipse, the cone is knoivn to be a right cone and the solid angle may be found by elementary solid geometry.
If in this last case the distance of P from the plane be £", and the major axis of the confocal ellipsoid through P be a', we have
a'
f? + b*\*    1] *t* + b*)      a] '
h   (a'2 - h*
-where 2/i is the distance between the foci of the attracting disc, and the surface -density is unity.
Ex. 1.   Prove that the solid angle of the cone Ax* + By~- <7s2 = 0 is I ^^,
•where Q"=(C-u) (A+u} (B+u).    The limits are w=0 to  C, where A, B, C are positive quantities.
Ex. 2.   Prove that the solid an^le of the cone
Ax- + By- + G's2 + 2D//3 + "2Ezx + 2Fxy = 0
A+u, F , E F , B + u, D E , D , C+u
is   I -^----_   where A is the determinant in the margin.
The limits are u = Q to that root of the equation A=0 which has a different sign to the other roots.
Potentials of rectilinear figures.
255. Potential of a lamina. To Jind the potential at any point P of a plane lamina of unit surface density.
Let PN be the perpendicular from P on the plane. Let the plane of the lamina be the plane of xy, N the origin and NP the axis of z. Let NP = £. Let (r, 6) be the polar coordinates of a point on the plane of fry.
If QQ' be any elementary arc of the curvilinear boundary, the potential of the
triangular area NQQ
.'is f  •'•'"
J (I**
, where the limits of integration are r = 0 and
•<r=r.    If R = PQ, this reduces to (R-f)dO.
Integrating this again for all the elements of the boundary, we see that the potential V at P of the area of any closed plane, curve is $(R-£)d0. In this expression the limits are determined by making the point Q (whose coordinates are r, 9) travel completely round the curve in the positive direction, the elementary

